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Fall in love with the first three books in the K-Pop Romance Series! Celebrity Boys, ordinary girls,

and a whole lot of fun.Praise for the K-Pop Romance Series:"I've just been made a fan!...I

connected with the characters and honestly until this book I never knew what K-Pop was." -

reviewer"This book was just what I hoped it would be - a fun story full of romance, action, and loads

of kpop references." -  Reviewer"This was such a great book! Even though I'm not a kpop fan (yet!) I

still really enjoyed it!" - Reviewer
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These are feel good sweet romances. A definite must have for any one who loves romantic

comedies, and who has ever had a crush on a celebrity and dreamed.

4 stars overall -- I'm not a k-pop or k-drama listener/watcher/fan, but I can tell you that the two

books I've read from this box set were just all sorts of hella fun. They could be kind of over the top at

times, but I was just so freaking entertained and in love with the swoony romances! I totally plan to



read the remaining book this upcoming winter!!KIDNAPPED IDOL:4 stars -- OK, this book was just

fun. I went into it fully understanding that this was kind of a k-drama fan fiction type shorter novel,

and while I don't watch k-dramas or listen to k-pop, I feel like I had the right expectations. It's kind of

like a less salacious soap opera. And this book delivered for me. Was it over the top in places? Oh

heck yes! Did I care? Nope! Not one bit.The other thing I kept in mind while reading this was that it

was a shorter novel, so I was more tolerant of the quick move from crush to love. If you can't check

your realism at the door, this might not be the book for you. It kind of reminded me of my days of

reading Harlequins...without any of the sexy times (seriously, this is a VERY CLEAN read). But it

satisfied my need for a sweet romance you can root for, you know?And I LOVE me a celebrity

romance!! Especially when they meet up with a regular girl and feel that connection! I might have

wanted a bit more connection at times, but there was enough to keep me happy. The other thing I

kind wanted a bit more of was from Jenica -- why was she so insecure and down on herself? I

needed a bit more background on her I think.Honestly though, it was just kind of fun to be in a world

where stars are kidnapped by evil corporate big wigs, and there is chases, and hostages, and

possible corruption. And cute pop stars who just want to be loved for who they are.AND it totally

fulfilled my diversity requirement! I felt like I got to see a bit of what life was like for both Jenica and

Woon, and it was fun to have it set in Beijing.So yeah. I totally enjoyed myself. It was like a fun

sugar-filled candy. Sometimes you just need a treat of uncomplicated fun.UNDERCOVER FAN:4

stars -- OK, I'm totally reading these backwards, but I don't even care. I just had to dive into another

of these K-Pop romances because they're so cute and fun. And this one felt really different from

Kidnapped Idol too! Less danger and villains, more of an authentic YA feel with some Korean

flare.Before I go further, can I just say I liked the old cover better? This one feels...sexier or

something. The old one had a more cute YA feel somehow.OK, cover aside, I loved this one too. It

was fun, and the romance was freaking on point!! That was the highlight for me for sure. I loved

Corrine and Minji even more than Woon and Jemica!! I just really felt their chemistry, and I could

feel the way their feelings developed. How Corrine went from a secret crush/obsession to really

falling in love with the real Minji.I was a bit worried that I wasn't going to like Corrine. I mean, I liked

her at first, but then a bit of her mean girl came out and I was disappointed, and I had a hard time

judging her sincerity, but then I felt like I believed in her growth, you know? It's kind of a weird life

that she lived.I will say that the friendship with Abby, and how that all played out didn't work for me. I

don't think I really understood why Abby went that far, it was really really mean. I feel like as a

reader I didn't get enough to figure out how she could go that far in the prank, and so I had a harder

time with how that worked out than Corrine did.BUT, since I was so in love with Corrine and Minji, I



didn't care that much. If I didn't have that adorable romance, I probably would have been more

bothered by that side plot, but I'll give it a pass. Seriously, the whole Galveston Island outing was

like romance gold. LOVED IT!!If you're looking for something light and quick to read, that gives you

good feelings, I definitely say give these a try. They're a tiny bit cheesy, a little hard to believe, but at

the same time really satisfying.

Having been recently converted to kpop myself, it's interesting to see what other fans do with their

obsession.I read the books with two filters in place--I ignored the insta-love and the lack of

depth--because these are novellas and there just isn't room to develop more here. With those in

place, I thoroughly enjoyed them all! They are fun, fluffy beach reads, with a good plot hook to keep

me drawn in and characters that felt realistic. Undercover Fan is definitely the strongest of the three

and my favorite, but they are all a good way to pass the time and indulge in a little kpop wish

fulfillment.Gentle Reader Alert: I found nothing of concern.

These were some of my favorite Kindle Unlimited reads....so much so that I bought my own copies!

This is such a sweet, well-crafted read. I loved the use of teenage dynamics and kpop in the

conflicts! I enjoyed this fun, sweet, and clean read and look forward to more from Jennie Bennett.

You do not have to appreciate kpop to love this book! I'm not a fan (yet!) but I thoroughly enjoyed it!

I'd rate it PG for some violence in the third book, but it was done tastefully and not in a graphic way.

As someone who's been following the Kpop scene for well over a decade now, I praise Jamie

Bennett for writing these books! I loved the appearances of the different idols (and guessing who

was who) and it actually made me fall in love with the respective groups even more. In each of the

stories, the author does a great job building and developing the characters as well as the plot and

there's a good mix of sweet romance and adventure. It was like reading a mini Kdrama (without the

frustrating triangles/squares) and I finished each book within 2 days.

I love this series! Whether you are into K-pop or not, this series is a fun read. While each book can

stand alone, you will enjoy that they all share a theme and characters. I'm looking forward to the

next one!!

Sweet, fun, and innocent romance with happy endings. What more could a reader of this genre ask

for?
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